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Lots of begging for content, long-term commitment 
Centralized, indexed, publicly accessible instruction materials 
NOT a true repository 
Surprised Smiley by East718, Sad Smiley by McZusatz, Wikimedia Commons CC-BY-SA 
Wordpress is Open Source and thousands of themes are free 
TL;DR 
In This Session… 
Strategies to 










Wordpress as a 
(hack) learning 
object repository 
The Setting: Cal State Fullerton 
•39,000 students 
•15 instruction librarians 
• ~600 one-shots a year 
•Underserved online  
population 




State of Pollak Library’s  
Online Instructional Resources  
in 2014 




















































to scale up 
instruction; 















































Design Thinking Scenario 
1 
Culture Shift 
=I==.i= by Frank Meffert, Flickr CC-BY 1 
Oh the Places You’ll Go COLOR by Luc Galoppin, Flickr CC-BY 1 








“A link to other sites for 
content and information 
unlike repositories which 
contain the actual 
content”  
(Chaka, 2010c, as quoted in Dictionary of Information 
Science and Technology, full citation in notes) 
1 
2 Logo used under Fair Use 
2 
WordPress.com WordPress.org 
• Hosts your site 
• Free version is very basic 
and has limited 
customization 
• Not on your campus 
domain ($$$) 
• Download open source 
software and host yourself 
• Unlimited customization 
• On your campus domain 
• May need programmer 
support 























































*with programmer’s help! 
2 
MY VIEW 
Mapped network drive 
PUBLIC VIEW 
Items must be manually added to Pollak 
Library eLearning using a template 2 
2 
2 
Live Site 2 
Upload Content 
Identify learning object to be 
added 




Click publish and it's live! 
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2 Akismet and Jetpack screenshots under Fair Use;  other two images public domain 
Advanced Search Widget Plugin 
2 1 
2 







































































Plugins for Learning 
• Freemium! 
• Issue badges 
• Based on Open Badges 
• Supposedly Free 
• Implement your own LMS 
• $129-299 
• Implement your own LMS 
Low/no-cost entry to experimenting with badges! 
2 
Logos under Fair Use 



























Make it easy for colleagues to host content 
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3 Sad Smiley by McZusatz, Wikimedia Commons CC-BY-SA 
Pros! 
3 Surprised Smiley by East718, Wikimedia Commons CC-BY-SA 
QUALITY VERSUS CONFLICT by Luc Galoppin, Flickr CC-BY 3 
3 
Lingering Questions… 
• How can I incentivize sharing instructional materials? 
• Letters for files, public showcases… 
• How can I better publicize this resource? 
• Flyers, web banners… 
• How can I better manage the work of writing item 
records? 
• Student assistant work, e-learning internships… 
• What else…? 
Scale It Up 
3 Surprised Smiley by East718, Wikimedia Commons CC-BY-SA 
Questions? 
@LindsayOnTheRun jloneill@fullerton.edu Contact 
lib-learning.fullerton.edu jlindsayoneill.com/scaleup 
Repository Slides 
